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Introduction
The information contained in this document relates to the Dynamic Positioning Operator’s Training Scheme only. It is to be used in conjunction with the dark green coloured A5 (14.8cm x 21cm) Nautical Institute
DP Revalidation Logbook for Offshore Revalidation and Conversion. This logbook cannot be used for initial DP applications, to convert to or revalidate Shuttle Tanker DP Certificates.
This guide is designed to assist you, as a revalidating or converting DPO, in completing your logbook correctly before applying to The Nautical Institute for your DP certificate. Please read this guide and the
information contained in the logbook itself very carefully. Failure to do so may result in errors that may cause your application to be rejected and returned to you as unsuccessful.
Please note that this guide is not to be used as a sole source of information for the rules pertaining to the revalidation and conversion of a DP Certificate. Although we try to include as much information as we can
in our logbook guides their main purpose is to assist you in completing your logbook. It is to be used in conjunction with the document entitled “Accreditation and Certification Scheme Standard”, which is
available to download from our website. This contains comprehensive information on the Scheme. There are multiple guides, FAQs and other information available on the schemes offered by The Nautical
Institute via the DP Help Page tab www.nialexisplatform.org. Please ensure you are reading the information specific to the DP certificate you are revalidating or are converting to.

DP Sea Time Day
The definitions of DP time differ according to the type of DP Certificate .
For Offshore Scheme: The time is classed as DP sea time days. This is counted as a minimum of 2 hours per day on DP. Days on board the vessel whilst not using DP cannot be used for revalidating or converting.

DP Classed Vessels
All DP sea time requirements mentioned in this guide refer to DP time on board vessels officially certified with a DP notation by classification societies on which you acted as a DPO, unless specified otherwise.
Unclassed vessel: means those with a DP capability but not classified or certified by a classification society. The Nautical Institute includes DP class zero vessels in this definition.

Replacement Documents
Please note that replacement documents will be charged for. Charges can be found in the ‘DP Credit Card Form’ on our website .
To order replacement documents, please print and complete the duplicate document and credit card forms, which are available on our website (UK and European Union Countries are subject to an additional
charge on the courier fee due to VAT, which is beyond The Nautical Institute's control).
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Using the Logbook
Revalidation of Unclassed, Limited and Unlimited Offshore DP Certificates options:


150 DP sea time days recorded in Section 2 of the logbook dated within the five years previous to applying or



Revalidation Course recorded in Section 1 or
NOTE: If the participant is completing the course for the first time, there is no minimum DP sea time requirement. If the participant is completing the course for a second or subsequent time, a minimum of 28 DP sea time
days will be required to revalidate. This DP time may be completed prior to or after the Revalidation Course.



Simulator Course recorded in Section 5 of the logbook, followed by a minimum of 30 DP sea time days recorded in Section 2 of the logbook.

Conversion from Unclassed to Limited/Unlimited Certificates




Complete 120 DP sea time days on board a DP classed vessel (DP 1, 2 or 3) recorded in Section 2 of the logbook and
Complete a new task section (available on the Alexis Platform website) followed by
A new Statement of Suitability recorded in Section 4.
NOTE: The type of DP Certificate issued will depend upon the type of vessel the DP sea time days were completed on.

Conversion from Shuttle Tanker to Offshore Certificate



Complete 90 DP sea time days (active time and not on board a shuttle tanker) recorded in Section 2 of the logbook followed by
A new Statement of Suitability recorded in Section 4 within the four years previous to applying.
NOTE: The type of DP Certificate issued will depend upon the type of vessel the DP sea time days were completed on.

Upgrading from Limited to Unlimited Offshore DP Certificate



Complete 60 DP sea time days on board a DP2 or 3 classed vessel recorded in Section 2 of the logbook followed by
A Statement of Suitability recorded in Section 4.
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Personal Details

Online Application Tips
Please check your account to ensure your name is entered on
the Alexis Platform using the correct capitalisation, eg.

You will need to add a 35mm x 45mm size photograph of
yourself taken within the last 6 months into the ‘Your Details’
page of the logbook.



Joe Adam Bloggs



JOE ADAM BLOGGS



joe adam bloggs

as this is how it will appear on your certificate.

JOE ADAM BLOGGS
23 BLOGG STREET
SOUTHAMPTON
The details on this page should be written clearly with ink in
BLOCK CAPITALS.

Note: Please ensure that if your have any special characters
in your name that these are inputted correctly. Do not use
block capitals for online applications.

HANTS
UNITED KINGDOM
SO14 1PJ
+44(0)1234 555 555
25/01/1976
987654321
1234567
UNITED KINGDOM
24/11/2014
00001
89XXX

!
It is also very important that you take care to ensure that
your name is typed correctly. The Nautical Institute assumes
no responsibility for spelling errors and a fee may be
charged for reprinting documents.
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Change of Personal Details

If you upgraded your CoC, had a new passport issued or
changed your name, please complete this section.

If you move house or change any of your contact details,
please ensure that you complete the change of address and
contact details section of your logbook.
Please put a line through old addresses and contact details so
it is clear which are to be used. This information should also
be updated on the online account.
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DP Revalidation Course

This page will be completed by the training centre instructor
once you successfully complete your Revalidation Course.
Please check this page has been signed, dated, stamped and
that the certificate number has been added. Contact the
relevant training centre if any of the items have not been
completed or are incorrect.
The Revalidation Course may be completed up to six months
before the revalidation date set by the NI. The course will be
valid for a period of 12 months only, in which time you must
send in an application into the NI.

MARINE BLUE CENTRE

This is the same number that will appear on the course
certificate issued to you by the training centre. This number
must be completed by the training centre.

06/01/2016
000111

HENRY SAUCE
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Offshore DP Sea Time Records
Depending on when you purchased your Revalidation logbook, the Offshore DP Sea Time Records pages will either
look like the one below or the one on the following page. Please ensure you are using the correct version as a guide.

Active and Passive DP sea time
When converting from an Unclassed DP Certificate to a
Limited/Unlimited DP Certificate, a maximum of 25% of the DP
sea time days can be passive DP time. The rest must be active
time.

Insufficient space
Each page has enough space for 15 DP sea time entries. If you
complete more DP days on a trip than the page allows, please
continue on a separate page and write ‘continued’ at the top of
the page. Please note that all the details at the top of the form
must be completed for the continuation page and the bottom of
each page must also be completed and signed by the Master of
the vessel.

When converting from a Shuttle Tanker DP Certificate to an
Offshore DP Certificate, the required 90 DP sea time days must
be active DP time.

Period on board
Vessel details

Enter the ‘from and ‘to’ dates of your trip.

The first table on the sea time record page is to record the ship
details and DP equipment on board. All details must be fully and
correctly completed.

DP sea time dates entered outside of the ‘from’ and ‘to’ dates
will not be counted. Entries without ’from’ and ‘to’ dates will
not be counted towards your application.

Rank
This must include both your DP and non DP rank.

DP sea time table

Location

This table is to enter your actual days on DP only. Each day on
DP must be entered individually, using a separate line for each
day as shown. DP time cannot be entered in blocked date
ranges (eg. 17/01/15—20/01/15). Dates written in this format
will not be counted even if each of those days were on DP.

Add the country you and the vessel were located in at the time
the DP sea time was completed

Correcting errors

DP sea time entries without the Master’s signature will not be
counted towards the time required to revalidate or convert a
DP Certificate.

The use of correction fluid is not permitted. If a mistake is made
recording DP sea time entries, the Master must cross out the
line containing the incorrect entry and enter the correct data on
the line below as in example 1. Errors found after additional sea
time entries have been made can also be corrected as in
example 1 but in this case the correct data needs to be added in
the next available space .
Entries amended with correction fluid or overwritten will not be
counted.

Unused spaces should be crossed out by the Master.

Note to all DPOs
Master’s details

Example 1
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Offshore DP Sea Time Records
Insufficient space

Active and passive DP sea time

Each page has enough space for a minimum of 16 DP sea time
entries. If DP days are done back to back, they can be grouped
together and the total numbers of days and hours added to the
line. Individual days will need to added separately.
If you complete more DP days on a trip than the page allows,
please continue on a separate page and write ‘continued’ at the
top of the page. All the details at the top of the form must be
completed for the continuation page and the bottom of each
page must also be completed and signed by the Master of the
vessel. Please note that when applying online, the DP days will
still need to be added individually.

When converting from an Unclassed DP Certificate to a
Limited/Unlimited DP Certificate, a maximum of 25% of the DP
sea time days can be passive DP time. The rest must be active
time.
When converting from a Shuttle Tanker DP Certificate to an
Offshore DP Certificate, the required 90 DP sea time days must
be active DP time.

Period on board
Enter the ‘from’ and ‘to’ dates of your trip .
Dates worked on DP entered outside of the ‘from’ and ‘to’
dates will not be counted. Entries without the ’from’ and ‘to’
dates completed will not be counted towards your application.

Vessel details
The first section to record the ship details and DP equipment on
board. All details must be fully and correctly completed.

Rank

DP sea time table

This must include both your DP and non DP rank.

This table is to enter your actual days on DP only. The days can
be grouped together but only if a minimum of 2 hours has been
completed on all the days.

Location
Add the country you and the vessel were located in at the time
the DP sea time was completed

If there is a day when DP was not done, a new entry for the
next DP time must be completed without this date being signed
off. DP sea time entries without the Master’s initials will not be
counted towards the time required to revalidate or convert a
DP Certificate.

Correcting errors
The use of correction fluid is not permitted. If a mistake is made
recording DP sea time entries, the Master must cross out the
line containing the incorrect entry and enter the correct data on
the line below, shown in the example below. Errors found after
additional sea time entries have been made one can also be
corrected as in example 1 but in this case the correct data needs
to be added in the next available space .
Entries amended with correction fluid or overwritten will not be
counted.
Example

29/01/16

30/01/16

29/01/16

31/01/16
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AH

A

JS
JS

Unused spaces should be crossed out by the Master.

Note to all DPOs
Master’s details
The Master must only complete this section once all of the DP sea time for
the trip has been completed. There is space for two Master’s to sign the DP
time off in case of crew change during the trip, in which case the first
Master should sign-off this page before leaving the vessel.
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Shuttle Tanker Offshore Loadings
Only the first edition of the Revalidation logbook contains Shuttle Tanker Offshore Loadings
pages. If you own a later version, your logbook will not contain these pages.

Rank

Vessel details

This must include both your DP and non DP rank.

The first table at the top of the shuttle tanker sea time record
page is to record the vessel details and DP equipment on board.
All details must be fully and correctly completed.

Offshore Loading operations table
This table is to enter details of your offshore loading
operations. The activity code, location and date must all be
completed for each entry. Activity codes can be found on page
6 of your DP Revalidation logbook.

Sea time dates
Enter the dates you joined and left the vessel.
Offshore Loading operation dates outside the Date joined and
Date left will not be counted. Entries without both a Date
joined and a Date left will not be counted towards the
application.

Unused spaces must be crossed out by the Master.

Correcting Errors

Master and vessel details

The use of correction fluid is not permitted. If a mistake is made
recording sea time entries and/or offshore loading operations,
the Master must cross out the entire sea time table containing
the incorrect entry and the correct data must be entered in the
next available table. Please be careful when voiding incorrect
entries.
Entries amended with correction fluid or overwritten will not be
counted towards the time required for revalidation.

The Master must only complete this section once all of the sea time and
offshore loading operations for the trip has been completed.
Sea time entries without the Master’s signature and vessel stamp will not
be counted towards the time required to gain a Restricted Shuttle Tanker
DP certificate or revalidate.
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FMEA/Annual Trials
Only the first edition of the Revalidation logbook contains Shuttle Tanker FMEA/Annual Trial
pages. If you own a later version, your logbook will not contain these pages.

The vessel, assessor name and date joined and left details
should be completed here.
Please tick to confirm if the record is for an FMEA or an
annual trial.

1234567

Nautiwave 1
DP1

Kongsberg SDP11

Second Officer

The Nautical Institute

15/08/2016

11/09/2016
North Sea
26/08/2016

27/08/2016

Master and vessel details
The FMEA or annual trial details need to be added so that
the
the record
record shows
shows the
the location
location and
and dates
dates commenced
commenced and
and
completed. Any other details can also be added here.
completed. Any other details can also be added here.

G Gripen
123789/00001

11/09/2016

The Master must only complete this section once the annual
trial or FMEA has been completed.
Sea time entries without the Master’s signature and vessel
stamp will not be counted towards the time required to gain a
Restricted Shuttle Tanker DP certificate or revalidate.

There is room for a second Annual Trial, or FMEA on
the second half of the page.
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Statement of Suitability

Logbook holder’s name
Your name must be written here.

Master’s details
The Master must write their name clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS at
the top of the form and sign, date and add his CoC/DP
certificate number details lower down in the spaces provided.

If the Master is the converting DPO a separate certified

Vessel Stamp and Master

DPO on board must complete and sign the form in the spaces
indicated that the Master of the vessel should sign.

The vessel stamp and Master’s name and signature must
match the last sea time entry in your DP Revalidation Logbook.

The converting DPO/Master must then sign and complete the
form in the spaces provided for the logbook holder’s details.

The Statement of Suitability is very important. It is one of

Countersignature of Senior DPO
If the Master signing the Statement of Suitability does not hold
a valid DP certificate, the form must be countersigned and
dated by the certified DPO in charge.

the main reasons why applications for DP certificates are
rejected due to forms being incorrectly filled in or not
completed at all.

The DPO should also write their DP certificate number in the
space provided and write their name in BLOCK CAPITALS on the
same line as his signature.

The Statement of Suitability must be signed off and stamped
by the Master of the last vessel recorded in your logbook
before applying to The Nautical Institute to convert a DP
Certificate. You must also provide a confirmation letter that
verifies this DP entry.
Please ensure that the form is only completed by the Master
after you have completed all the requirements to convert to
the type of DP Certificate you wish to obtain. Only DP sea
time dated on or before the date of your Statement of
Suitability can be used towards the time needed for a DP
Certificate. If you wish to include DP sea time in your
application that is dated after your Statement of Suitability
you will need to complete a new Statement of Suitability
form.

Logbook holder’s Details
Your signature, current CoC number and the country the CoC
was issued in must be completed here. Please ensure that your
signature here matches the one on your PDF and CoC.
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Additional Training and Qualifications

This page can be used to note any courses or training. It
allows you to keep a record of training together with the
dates that it was completed.

15/01/2017
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DP Manoeuvring Experience Record

This page can be used to note any DP Manoeuvres
completed. It allows you to keep a record of manoeuvres
together with the dates that they were completed.
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Entry to 500m zone

Y

122112

08/02/2017

FMEA

Y

122112
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